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Rachel Harms, Director 

 

Rachel Harms’ reputation for creating authentic vignettes 
and her extraordinary communication skills with adult and 
child actors have placed her in demand for spot work 
worldwide. She has recently put her signature on 
commercials in the U.S. Canada, Lebanon, Slovenia, 
Ukraine, Russia, Thailand, Viet Nam and Poland. A four-
time Emmy Award winner for her original Sesame Street 
films, Rachel brings the same soulful, humanistic storytelling 

to her work as a commercial director. Whether the content is serious, humorous or 
whimsical, she finds the heart of the matter and delivers it to the screen. Rachel has 
created acclaimed campaigns for Southwest Airlines, Gerber, ExxonMobil, Tide, 
Magnavox, Pillsbury and Quaker Oats and numerous other majors. Her timeless Folgers 
spot, “A Dancer's Morning" is considered one of the brand’s most successful spots in 
P&G history. At Untitled, Rachel has recently completed spots for Wells Fargo, Boston 
Children’s Hospital and Bayer.  
 
A Berkeley native, Rachel is the daughter of the late Norman Harms, an abstract 
expressionist painter, and Thelma Harms, an internationally renowned specialist in early 
childhood education. She graduated with honors from NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts 
and began a professional career as a choreographer and dancer, founding The Rachel 
Harms Dance Company at age 21. That company toured nationally, receiving many 
awards from the National Endowment for the Arts, The New York State Council on the 
Arts, and private foundations. Her original dance works are commissioned and 
performed by ballet and modern dance companies across the United States. Warner 
Brothers Records gave Rachel her first film-directing job on a music video. A few “power 
ballads,” Elmo and four Emmy Awards later, Rachel directed her first commercial. 

Rachel lives in L.A. with her husband Michael. She is a figure skating and ballroom 
dance fanatic; during important trials and competitions you will find her glued to her 
television, when not in the stands. She is also an animal lover, a travel enthusiast and an 
awesome cake baker. 

	

	

	

	 	


